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ABSTRACT 
Biofluid Lubrication for Artificial Joints. 
(December 2008) 
Alice Mae Pendleton, B.S., Prairie View A&M University; 
M.S., Rice University 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Hong Liang 
This research investigated biofluid lubrication related to artificial joints using 
tribological and rheological approaches. Biofluids studied here represent two categories 
of fluids, base fluids and nanostructured biofluids. Base fluids were studied through 
comparison of synthetic fluids (simulated body fluid and hyaluronic acid) as well as 
natural biofluids (from dogs, horses, and humans) in terms of viscosity and fluid shear 
stress. The nano-structured biofluids were formed using molecules having well-defined 
shapes. Understanding nano-structured biofluids leads to new ways of design and 
synthesis of biofluids that are beneficial for artificial joint performance.   
Experimental approaches were utilized in the present research. This includes 
basic analysis of biofluids’ property, such as viscosity, fluid shear stress, and shear rate 
using rheological experiments. Tribological investigation and surface characterization 
were conducted in order to understand effects of molecular and nanostructures on fluid 
lubrication. Workpiece surface structure and wear mechanisms were investigated using a 
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scanning electron microscope and a transmission electron microscope. The surface 
topography was examined using a profilometer. 
The results demonstrated that with the adding of solid additives, such as crown 
ether or fullerene acted as rough as the other solids in the 3-body wear systems. In 
addition, the fullerene supplied low friction and low wear, which designates the 
lubrication purpose of this particular particle system. 
This dissertation is constructed of six chapters. The first chapter is an 
introduction to body fluids, as mentioned earlier. After Chapter II, it examines the 
motivation and approach of the present research, Chapter III discusses the experimental 
approaches, including materials, experimental setup, and conditions.  In Chapter IV, 
lubrication properties of various fluids are discussed. The tribological properties and 
performance nanostructured biofluids are discussed in Chapter V, followed by summary 
and conclusions in Chapter VI.  
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 CHAPTER I 
ITRODUCTIO OF BIOFLUIDS 
This chapter concentrates on biofluids. There are two different kinds of biofluids: 
intracellular and extracellular. Of particular interest is synovial fluid, a type of 
extracellular fluid. In addition, this chapter discusses biotribology, which consists of 
lubrication of rigid surfaces, such as metals, ceramics, and polymers; and lubrication of 
soft surfaces, such as cartilage, cells, and rubber. Biotribology is discussed in terms of 
friction, which involves the Amonton’s law of friction, abrasive and adhesive wear that 
occurs in joints and joint replacements. This chapter also discusses novel additives for 
lubrication, which are nanoparticles. 
1.1 Body Fluids 
All of the fluids in the human body are called body fluids [1]. Body water makes 
up about 62.5% of the intracellular compartment. Changes in the quantity of intracellular 
fluid (ICF) will affect one’s health [1].  Extracellular fluid (ECF) makes up about 37.5% 
of the body water [1].    Extracellular fluids are fluids outside the cells, and intracellular 
fluids are fluids inside the cells [2]. The extracellular fluids are separated into numerous 
compartments, as follows [2]: The vascular compartment contains the blood plasma, 
which accounts for 7% of body water. Interstitial fluid accounts for approximately 18% 
of body water and is outside the blood vessels.  
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After reviewing the body fluids, the body fluid of particular interest is the 
synovial fluid.  The name synovial fluid comes from the word which refers to a gluey 
protein substance, an egg white like material that provides nourishment to muscular 
connections [3]. Synovial fluid (SF) is a viscous fluid found in hollow spaces of the joint 
[3]. Historically, SF was cited in the Greek Hippocratic text in “Of the Places of Man.”  
It declares that there is a small amount of viscous fluid in the joints [4]. The quantity of 
synovial fluid in the human knee joint may be as little as 0.2 ml [5]. This fluid allows 
easy articulation of joints [4].  Another earlier historical account was by Galen, 
physician of Rome (AD 131-201) in “On the Function of Parts of the Human Body” [4]. 
It simply states that there is an oily body fluid on cartilage [4].  
The SF is produced by the synovial membrane. SF fluid contains molecules that 
decrease friction and wear properties of the articulating cartilage [6]. The SF lubricates 
by providing proteoglycan 4 (PRG4), hyaluronic acid (HA), and surface active 
phospholipids (SAPL) [6]. PRG4, HA, and SAPL are produced by the synoviocytes of 
the synovial membrane and chondocytes in the cartilage in the synovial membrane [6]. 
Most recently, SF was defined as a blood plasma dialysate, which is composed of HA [7, 
8]. 
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Table 1: Molecules in Synovial Fluid. 
Molecule Concentration References 
Proteoglycan 4 (PRG4) 0.05-0.35 mg/ml 9, 10 
Hyaluronan (HA) 
 
1-4 mg/ml 11, 12 
Surface-active phospholipids 
(SAPL) 
 
0.1 mg/ml 12, 13 
 
 
The molecules of SF are displayed in Table 1 [9-13].  
SF is assumed to have two major functions. One function is to assist in the 
lubrication of the articulating surfaces [14]. Lubrication in the natural synovial joint is 
executed by utilization of synovial fluid, as indicated in Figure 1. The other function is 
to provide nutrition to the articulating surfaces [14]. The composition of SF changes due 
to the condition of the joint [14]. The protein substance changes depending on whether 
the joint is normal or diseased [14]. As a matter of fact, the protein amount in normal SF 
is much lower than plasma [15, 16]. The protein substances increased with diseased 
and/or inflamed SF [17, 18]. The SF contains HA in concentration of 0.14-0.4% [19].  
For ten years [20], hyaluronan, previously named HA, had been the subject in 
Europe (Bayer) and other countries. The formula for HA was developed for intravenous 
usage in horses in the United States by Bayer Pharmaceuticals, and was approved and 
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promoted in Europe (Bayer) and other countries [20]. The potency of HA was modified 
for the joint type of individuals [20]. The smaller joints displayed a higher application of 
HA [20]. HA is a critical ingredient of SF and the articular cartilage in normal 
diaarthrodial joints [20]. 
Several reports have connected molecular weight with lubricants that contain 
HA. These reports demonstrate that the lubricant functioning of HA improves with rising 
molecular weight [21-25]. This improvement of lubricant performance was probably 
because of the increase in viscosity with increased molecular weight [22]. It Yokabori et 
al. [26] pictured the utilization of watery HA solutions as an artificial SF. It was pictured 
where articular cartilage was missing. It was also evaluated as an artificial SF [26]. This 
was done many times with sliding samples compiled of metal and articular bone without 
cartilage [26].  The viscosity of HA 1900 and HA 1800 were measured in this work [26]. 
The viscosity of HA1900 was approximately four times greater than HA1800 [26]. was 
proposed in this study [26] that HA of higher molecular weight was useful in treatment 
of cases where the artificial cartilage was missing.  
The composition of normal, osteoarthritis (OA), and rheumatoid arthritis (RA) 
SF is displayed in Table 2 [27-32].  When there is asperity against asperity contact, it 
results in mixed lubrication [31]. In mixed lubrication, the load is carried by the contact 
of the asperities along with the load from the lubricant [31]. With mixed lubrication, the 
bearing surface irregularities will happen along with different areas of the sliding 
surfaces, as indicated [31] in Figure 2, top view. Fluid film lubrication occurs when the 
lubricants have complete separation of the bearing surfaces [31]. When the two surfaces 
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make a film, it will create a separation to keep the two uneven surfaces away from each 
other [31]. This result of fluid film lubrication will occur, and the asperities will pass 
each other without contacting [31].  This will cause reduced friction and wear. If there is 
contact between the articulating surfaces of the bearing, increased friction and wear will 
result [31]. 
 
 
Table 2: Revised Composition of Normal, Osteoarthritis (OA), and Rheumatoid      
Arthritis (RA) Synovial Fluid [4]. 
 
Substance Normal  OA  RA  
 Amount Ref Amount Ref Amount Ref 
HA Mw (MDa)     6.3-7.6 [27] 1.06-3.4  [32]               3.2-3.6       [27] 
HA (mg/ml)          2.50-3.65 [28]     1.07-2.60       [28]      0.39-2.19    [28]        
Protein (mg/ml)    10.4-15.8    [29] 17.0-56.8 [30]     31.6-66.2  [30] 
Phospholipid  (mg/ml) 0.13-0.15     [31] 0.26-0.98                  
[31] 
0.40-1.40                 
[31]   
Total  Choles. (mg/ml) 0.07-0.08   [31] 0.04-1.69 [31] 0.76-1.30                                     
[31] 
Triglycerides  
(mg/ml) 
0.12-0.59   [31] 0.17-1.00             
[31] 
  
 
 
1.2 Biotribology 
 Biotribology is the knowledge of tribology as relating to the performance of 
biological functions [33]. It applies to synovial joints and their replacements. This 
branch is involved with the movement of both natural and artificial bearing systems 
using loads. [33]. It is comprised of three areas as follows: lubrication, friction, and 
wear.  
In the natural human joint during lubrication, the same principle applies. The 
frictional patterns of bearing are adapted by the existence of a lubricant [33]. The 
performance of the lubricant on the bearing depends on a number of factors. These 
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factors are viscosity of the lubricant, features of the surfaces, and roughness of the 
materials. A critical factor in determining the lubrication regime is the roughness of the 
material [33]. Roughness is the asperities of the surface with peaks and valleys [33]. 
There are basically two kinds of lubrication. They are boundary lubrication and fluid 
film lubrication. With the lubricant, the bearing can operate in one of theses 
mechanisms: boundary, mixed and full film lubrication as indicated in Figure 2. Fluid 
lubrication is lessening friction by providing a film of fluid between the articulating 
surfaces [34]. 
  
 
Boundary lubrication is said to occur when the bearing surfaces are only partially 
separated by a lubricant [35]. In this type, the load is carried by the asperities, although a 
lubricant may be present. Sometimes there is no lubricant, and this mode is known as dry 
regime. The fluid is under pressure in the bone tissue and between the surfaces [35]. It 
can bear major portions of the load. The determination of load bearing happens within 
Fig. 1: Diagram of Synovial Joint [36]. 
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the molecules of the film at the articular cartilage [35]. This occurs at the asperity-to-
asperity contact in the boundary lubrication. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this mixed lubrication mechanism, there is an intermediate between boundary 
and fluid film lubrication [35]. The term fluid film needs additional interpretation, for 
the connection can function as lubrication regimes such as hydrodynamic or hydrostatic 
lubrication [35]. In the hydrodynamic bearing, the lubricant is drawn into a channel of 
decreasing height by the surface motion of the solids [35]. The Couette flow rate or 
surface velocity at any section reducing as the canal becomes slender [35].  This 
necessitates the opening of another flow action named Poiseuille or pressure flow 
maintaining the management of mass flow [35].  
 
Fig. 2: Mixed and Full Film Lubrication. (1) Mixed Lubrication Consists of 
Full Fluid Film and Boundary Lubrication (2) Full Film Lubrication Mixed and Full 
Film Lubrication [31]. 
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1.2.1 Lubrication of Rigid Surfaces  
 The rigid surface is defined as a surface lacking flexibility. In medical devices, 
materials were first described as not living for biological applications [37]. Later, 
biomaterial was indentified by Black as natural material to replace living tissues [38]. 
The twofold main concerns of new bone materials are mechanical properties and 
biocompatibility [39]. It is a well-known fact that the mechanical properties of 
biomaterials have been well distinguished [39]. The common criteria for material 
selection for bone implant materials are that they must be highly biocompatible [38]. 
They must cause a toxic response within acceptable limits [39]. They must have suitable 
mechanical properties close to bone [39], as shown in Table 3 [39-41]. The last criterion 
is that the materials and manufacturing process must be economically feasible for usage 
in lubrication [39]. Rigid surfaces such as metals, ceramics, and polymers have been 
investigated for artificial joint materials. These rigid surfaces apply to materials that 
have high elastic modulus.  
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Table 3: Mechanical Properties of Bones [39-41]. 
Hard tissues Compressive strength 
(MPa) 
Tensile strength (MPa) Elastic mod. (GPa) 
Tibia 159               140 18.1 
Femur 167   121   17.2 
Radius   114   149     8.6 
Humerus  132                130 17.2 
Cervical    10       3.1        0.23 
Lumbar      5       3.7        0.16 
 
 
A. Metals 
For centuries, there have been efforts to develop biomaterials for joint 
replacements for diseased and injured human joints [39]. While there are unsafe ions 
discharged form these alloys, they are still used for their mechanical properties [39]. In 
the beginning, femoral mechanisms of THR were composed of stainless steel [39].  
Metal alloys have been the main material utilized for lubrication due to their unique 
automatic features [40]. Later on, they were replaced with cobalt chromium 
molybdenum [41, 42].   
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Table 4: Revised Mechanical Properties of Alloys in TJR [40, 46]. 
Alloy Ten. force (MPa) Mod. (GPa) 
Pure titanium 785 105 
Ti–Zr 900  
Co–Cr alloys        655–1896   210–253 
Co–Cr–Mo    600–1795 200–230 
Ti–6Al–4V 960–970 110 
 
 
          The metal-on-metal mixture utilizing cobalt–chrome alloys was recently introduced 
again as the bearing pair for artificial hip joints [43]. This occurred after the long-term 
achievement of some earlier McKee-Farrar implants [43]. In addition, the parameter that 
has gotten less attention is femoral head radius [43]. Most of the metal-on-metal hip 
prostheses use a 28 mm diameter radius. It was duplicated from ultra-high molecular 
weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) on-metal arrangement [43].  Nevertheless, most 
recently, a larger radius of the femoral head has been investigated [43].This work 
established that an increase in femoral head radius is also capable of escalating the wear 
under boundary lubrication [43]. This tendency can be inverted to a mixed lubrication in 
the direction of fluid film lubrication [43]. ]. It has been determined that the clearance 
between the femoral head and the acetabular cup are significant [44, 45]. In Table 4 [40, 
46], are listed the general mechanical properties of metallic alloys utilized in total joint 
replacement (TJR). 
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B. Polymers 
Orthopedic devices such used in THR are polymers with high strength and 
stiffness as needed [39]. Orthopedic biomaterials that are in widespread usage because of 
their properties are polymers [39]. Escalating the crystalline of polyethylene (PE) 
initiates an enlargement of the PEs’ modulus of elasticity ensuing in more intense 
contact stresses [47]. But if the contact stresses are not uniformly isolated, the wear rate 
of the PE will increase [48]. The widespread polymers for orthopedic usage are:  
UHMWPE and propolylene (PP) [49].  Safe and sound polymer systems such as 
polytetrafluoroethene (PTFE), UHMWPE, or poly (etherketone) PEEK have been 
studied due to their outstanding mechanical properties [39].  As stated earlier, in the 
early 1960s, the stainless steel femoral THR component was partnered with PTFE 
acetabular cups [39]. The stainless steel as well is stiff and could not be utilized for 
THR. Yet, it was determined by Wang et al. [50] that fluid film lubricants were not 
successful in lubricating the metal partnered with PE joints. The findings showed that 
less clearance led to a low coefficient of friction under a changeable loading and that 
was often associated with less wear [50]. Polymers displayed in Table 5 [51, 52] indicate 
the mechanical properties. 
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Table 5: Revised Mechanical Properties of Polymers Used in THR [51, 52]. 
Material   UCS (MPa) UTS (MPa) Modulus (GPa) 
Polymers    
HDPE   25    40 1.8 
UHMWPE   28    21  1 
PE    35     0.88 
PEEK 139     8.3   
PTFE   11.7   28  0.4 
PMMA     144   21 4.5 
 
  
C. Ceramics 
Ceramics have been used as a substitute for the metal alloy with polymer 
bearing. An example of one of these alloys is CoCr-UHMWPE bearing pair, which was 
utilized in total hip arthroplasty (THA) [53-55]. In addition, it was also used in total knee 
arthroplasty (TKA) [56-58]. The most commonly used ceramic in THA is Al2O3  [57]. 
The THA and TKA were utilized for many decades.  In the 1970s, Alumina (Al2O3) was 
pioneered as a contender material for orthopedic bearings, but this material was too 
brittle [59]. The restriction of ceramic surfaces in orthopedic applications is correlated to 
their weakness [59]. This can lead to catastrophic failure in vivo [59]. The benefit of 
ceramic surfaces in artificial hip and knee joints is the critical decrease in wear 
percentage of the bearings [60]. Recent ceramic bearings are safe, sound, and reliable 
when used with THA and TKA components. The total hip replacement (THR) must 
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display the mechanical properties as indicated in Table 6. They have a verified plan, and 
their progress is examined to decrease the danger of ceramic bearing breakdown [60]. 
 
Table 6: Mechanical Properties of Ceramics Used in THR [51, 52]. 
Ceramic  UCS (MPa) UTS (MPa) MOD (GPa) 
Zirconia   2000      820   220 
Alumina    4000 300 380 
Bioglass   1000          75 
C—(Graphite)  138   25 
C—(Vitreous)    172       31 
HAP   600         50    117 
C—(LTI pyrolitic)      900   28  
 
 
1.2.2 Lubrication of Soft Surfaces  
This section focuses on materials that have low elasticity or surfaces covered by 
dangling bonds or soft coatings. There is a center on the elastohydrodynamics of soft 
boundaries [59]. Stimulated by many functions in physical chemistry, polymer physics, 
the process is biological lubrication [61]. An amount of work concentrates in these areas 
on problems such as cartilage biomechanics [62-64]. Other reports concentrated on the 
motion of red blood cells in capillaries [65-73], elastohydrodynamics of elastomers [74, 
75], polymer brushes [76,77], vesicles [78,79], and among others.  
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This is extremely low and is similar to the hydrodynamically lubricated bearings 
[80, 81]. Several natural surfaces display interesting low friction properties [80-89]. 
Case in point, cartilages of animal joints include a friction coefficient in the span of 
0.001–0.03 [89].  
1.2.3 Friction 
Mutually, the frictional behavior of natural and artificial joints has not been paid 
enough attention [31]. Friction is the rubbing of one surface against another. Amonton, 
developed the laws of friction, and declared that the frictional force (Ff) formed is 
relative to the load (Fn in N) rubbed across the bearing surfaces [31]. This formula is 
denoted as FµN, where µ is the coefficient of friction, as indicated in Figure 3. The 
frictional force is free from serving the contact area. 
  µ = Ff/Fn Friction Coefficient…………………………………………….………... (1) 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Fn:  Normal load, Ff: Friction load, Fp: Applied load 
 
Fp Motion 
Fn  Normal 
Ff  Friction 
Fig. 3: Normal and Friction Force in Relation to Bearing Surfaces. 
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1.2.4 Wear 
Typical wear may be defined as volume or mass loss caused by articulating or 
sliding of two surface materials [32]. Wear is the detachment of material from rubbing 
surfaces in a relative motion.  There are two basic types of wear mechanisms, abrasive 
wear and adhesive wear [32]. Although wear of artificial joints can happens primarily at 
the articulating surface, it can also happen at the interface of the joint. For example, the 
interface of the narrow part of the femoral constituent on the perimeter of the cup may 
also cause polymeric debris. To a first approximation, the amount of volumetric wear, V, 
generated in either mixed or boundary lubrication regime can be determined from the 
following equation [33]:  
Wear volume (V) = wear factor (k) x load (N) x sliding distance (m) ……. (2) 
During the articulation of joints, the wear of artificial joints happens at the surface or the 
interface of the joint. Wear volume can be established by this equation [33]. The units 
for wear volume are V = Nm. The volume of material detached from the bearing 
surfaces is defined as wear volume. The amount of wear volume is denoted by the letter 
(V) and is produced in either mixed or boundary lubrication regime [33]. The wear 
factor value relies on the state of the bearing contact as well as the materials utilized 
along with surface irregularities [33]. These are two of the main forms of wear are 
indicated in Figure 4. Abrasive wear is a plowing of hard fragments from surface 
produces reduction of fragments from the contacted surfaces. Adhesive wear is where 
fragments from the contacted surface lodges to another surface and are torn off due to 
the sliding motion. 
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                                                        Adhesive Wear 
 
 
 
 
Abrasion Wear 
 
 
matter attach  together 
Asperities contact 
and shear Path of  
asperities 
Fig. 4: Diagram of Forms of Wear 
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1.3 Arthritis 
Arthritis is a collection of diseases that destroy the joint and/or articular cartilage 
[90]. There are several forms of arthritis, but of significance in this research is 
osteoarthritis (OA). More than 20 million people are bothered in the United States with 
OA [91]. In doing so, the bone becomes fragile cannot handle the load of the joints, and 
the outcome is pain [92].  Healthy articular cartilage can handle huge forces due to 
weight and joint movement [93]. With OA, there is cartilage degeneration [93-95].  As a 
result, there are cracks, partial or complete loss of bone tissue [93-95].  The end of the 
bone is covered with a slippery surface named cartilage [96]. OA is a joint disease 
characterized by the wearing away of the articular cartilage [96]. 
Healthy cartilage, as referred to earlier, allows the bones to glide over one 
another. It also absorbs the shock of movement [96]. In OA, the cartilage surface layers 
begin to deteriorate and eventually collapse. When this happens, it allows the pressure 
and friction to bones directly. This causes pain and swelling, which eventually ends in 
no movement of the joint. A regular place where OA occurs is the hip joint, which is the 
most significant weight-bearing joint in the body [97].  
1.3.1 Injections for Osteoarthritis 
Intra-articular corticosteroids have been used to handle arthritic conditions since 
the beginning of the 1950s [98]. Researchers explained that intra-articular 
hydrocortisone reduces the leukocytes count, along with the temperature of the synovial 
fluid [99]. In addition to the use of cortisteroid injections, the use of anesthetic injections 
to control pain from an arthritic hip has been advocated for many years [99]. An 
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injection of cortisteroids and local anesthetic into a hip joint has been shown to produce 
short-term improvement in hip pain but has not produced long-term improvements in 
patients’ symptoms [100]. The hip injection also has been used in patients for whom 
there is a long delay prior to hip replacement surgery, as well as for those who are not in 
good physical condition [101].  
Concern has been raised recently that the use of intra-articular steroids can 
contribute to the development of infection. It happens normally following the injection, 
but in the longer term, it influences the outcome of total hip replacement [99]. Results 
indicate that 128 patients had hip joint injections and underwent successful total hip 
replacement [102]. Afterwards, there was no evidence of associated risk of prosthetic 
infection. There was also no risk following revision of total hip arthroplasty. When the 
hip infection occurs normally 3.2 years after injection with cortisteroids [102], the only 
conclusion was that hip injection was safe if a strict aseptic procedure is maintained 
[102]. The time period of pain relief with hip injection is limited to an average of 2 
months [102]. For analytical intent injections, using local anesthetics is suggested [102]. 
1.4 Joint and Joint Replacement 
A joint describe the area where two or more bones meet and produce movement 
[103]. Fibrous joints are bones joined by tissues having fibers [103]. Bones joined by 
hyaline cartilage are called cartilaginous joints [103]. Synovial joints contain joint cavity 
surrounded by a capsule, and it is surrounded by a synovial membrane [103]. The 
skeleton structure bones are connected by fibrous, cartilaginous, or synovial joints [104].  
Synovial joints are organized into six kinds due to the types of their movement [104]. 
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The following joints are planar, hinge, condylar, sellar, spheroidal and polyaxial, as 
described below [104]:       
• Planar joints like the carpals of the wrist are the simple joints that move back and 
forth and side to side.  
• Hinge joints, such as the elbow, allow bending.  
• Condylar joints like the wrist allow flexion/extension and rotation.  
• Sellar joints resemble sadddle are the base of the thumb movement. 
• Spheroidal joints allow movements in many directions. 
• Polyaxis joints allow unrestricted motion, such as in the hip and shoulder. 
Historically, joint replacement began with Smith-Petersen in 1930 when he inserted a 
plastic cup between bone ends [105].  It was later made of stainless steel and chrome-
cobalt alloy. Later in 1940, the first artificial hip joint was made in Norwich [105], 
because there was a problem with the acetabular cup attachment. The attachment 
problems were solved by using a lag screw to fuse the hip [105]. This artificial hip was 
utilized three times in 1950. The British Orthopedics Association (BOA) verified the 
artificial hip in 1951 [105].  Two artificial joints were made from stainless steel, but the 
screw came loose and the joint malfunctioned in a year [105]. The third type was 
attached with chrome-cobalt screws in a 70-year-old woman, and it was victorious for 
three years [105].  
Charnley made an effort to restore the acetabular socket with polyethylene in the 
1960s [106]. It was successful because of the usage of polyethylene as articulating 
material in joint replacements [106]. It is still commonly utilized today. Artificial joints 
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have been used for over 100 years [106]. However, in the past 50 years, there has been 
some outstanding progress.  The Charnley low resistance arthroplasty was one of the 
most notable artificial joints [106]. The original type integrated a stainless steel femoral 
head articulating against PFTE acetabular cup [106]. Although the artificial joint was 
low friction, the wear of PTFE was extremely high. Therefore, the PTFE was replaced 
with UHMWPE as the cup material [106].Currently, the ultra high molecular weight 
polymer ethylene (UHMWPE) is being used as a bearing material. It is used because of 
its biocompatilbity and good wear resistance [107]. The wear rate of UHMWPE is small 
compared to other plastics. However, it is still large enough to produce problems that 
cause a biological response and eventually implant failure [107]. TJR is when a diseased 
or injured joint is replaced with a biocompatible synthetic material. 
  In a recent study, 2000 Charnley joints [108] provided over 77% of patients, 
and they are still functioning well after 25 years.  
The main reason for TJR is arthritis [109]. Two articulating surfaces are a metal 
ball, called the femoral head and stem, and an UHMWPE liner [109].The common view 
of a TJR consists of an acetabular cup, femoral ball, and stem to establish the articulating 
effect [110-112]. The schematic of a THR is displayed in Figure 5. The part that 
interfaces with the bone is usually made of a metal alloy.  
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1.5 anoparticles  
The combination of biology and materials at the nanoscale has a prospective for 
transforming numerous disciplines, such as science and technology [113]. The 
nanometer size scale is important in biology. It is significant because of the 
measurement of large biomolecules, such as proteins and DNA. It is important for other 
cellular formations descended in 1-1000 nm spans [113]. In the past, nanostructured 
materials were mainly limited to circular particles of gold and silver [113]. In recent 
times, a wide selection of nanomaterials has been combined and utilized for biological 
applications [113]. Marketable spherical magnetic beads are used for cell separations 
[114, 115], quantum dots are used for fluorescence examination in cells [116], and 
Femur 
Femoral Stem 
Fig.5: Total Hip Replacement. 
Pelvic Insert 
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colloid gold is used for gene therapy [113].  More difficult particles are a potential for 
connections to biological molecules [113].  
These materials frequently have innate chemical, electrical, magnetic, and optical 
anisotropy properties [113]. They can correlate with cells and biomolecules in a 
basically novel behavior [113]. Current developments in nanomaterials production have 
been focused on a combination of high aspect ratio particles at nanometer length and 
time-span scales [113]. Their structures can be elongated. The exclusive and highly 
developed properties are natural to bare  nanoparticles of metals as well as 
semiconductor complexes [117-120].  
Silica is a dioxide of silicon (SiO2). Silicon nanopartilces are yellowish to 
reddish-brown in color. Silicon is composed of small particles in sizes between 8 and 
200 nm, as seen by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [121]. In the electron 
micrograph, the particles are clustered in black up to 162 m2 g-1 [122]. SiO2, a chemical 
compound, has been recognized for its hardness since the 9th century [123]. As with 
most nanomaterials, clusters of SiO2 nanoparticles have been the greatest problem in 
their broad applications [124, 125]. The qualities of nanoparticles are hardly   in usage 
because they are usually dispersed in medium of micro dimension [126, 127]. 
Concentration is now in the direction of silane coupling driving force. In this work 
[128], silane coupling agents made nano-SiO2 disperse fine and gradually in numerous 
organic mediums. The structure of nano-SiO2 was portrayed by TEM [128]. It was 
described by infrared spectrum (IR), X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS), and 
thermogravimetric analysis (TG) [128]. The dispertivity of nano-SiO2 was calculated by 
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light transmittance (LT). The tribological properties of opposing wear and friction 
reduction were evaluated by RFT-III Reciprocating Tribotester [128]. In addition, it was 
evaluated by MS-800 four balls Tribotester [128].  
These particles illustrate better dispertivity in several organic solvents, such as 
diesel oil, liquid paraffin, and CCl4 [128]. After observing the nano-SiO2 small particle 
size and greater dispertivity in lubricants, an investigation of their tribological 
performance utilized as additives was completed. As anticipated, these nanoparticles can 
be fixed into the micro-cracks on the surface of friction pairs to prevent the cracks from 
additionally increasing [128]. The determination was made that modifiers such as KH-
550, KH-560, and KH-750 were used as silane agents’ pairing by way of surface 
revision in situ [128]. The outcome demonstrates that these modifiers are shared by the 
surface of nano-SiO2 by covalent bonds and revise the surface properties of nano-SiO2 
[128]. These nanoparticles have better dispertivity and strength in various types of 
organic solvents [128]. The tribological study of these particles as additives in lubricants 
will disclose their prospective in lubrication [128].  
Zinc is a metallic chemical element with the symbol Zn and atomic number 30 
on the periodic table. Zinc oxide formula is ZnO and is a compound formed by the 
oxidation of Zinc. In this work [129], the authors investigated the anti-wear (AW) and 
extreme pressure (EP) properties of ZnO nanoparticles as additives in a polyalphaolefin 
(PAO6) [129]. In addition, the influence of dispersing agents in the overall tribological 
behavior was investigated [129]. The main properties of the nanoparticles are the 
lubricant and dispersing agents used are listed in Table 7.  
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Table 7: Material Properties of Nanoparticles, Lubricant, and Dispersing Agents [129]. 
Nanoparticles: ZnO Properties: Morphology: nearly  
spherical, purity: 99.5%, size: 20 nm 
 
Lubricant:  
PAO6 
Physical properties: Density (15.6oC): 0.826 g/cm3,  
Viscosity: 31.0 cSt (40oC), 5.90 cSt (100oC), VI: 135 
 
 
Dispersing agents Description Commercial name: Octacare ® DSP-OL100  
Density: 0.91 g/cm3, Character: non ionic 
 
OL300  Commercial name: Octacare ® DSP-OL300 
Density: 0.90 g/cm3, Character: non ionic 
 
Test balls Chemical composition: 0.98-1.1% C, 0.15-0.30% Si, 0.25- 
0.45%Mn, 1.30-1.60% Cr, <0.025% P, <0.025% S    
 
 
The dispersing agents OL300 and OL100 assumed an anti-wear agent when they 
were annexed to PAO6 [129]. The elemental analysis illustrated that dispersing agents 
did not react chemically with the metallic surface [129]. Esters tend to move to metal 
surfaces and create bonds with the surface oxides layers, although they are polar 
molecules [129]. There is a probability of usage as friction reducing additives in low 
polarity base oils such as PAO along with mineral oils [130-133]. 
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The following conclusions were drawn from the results of this study [129]: 
Two esters, OL100 and OL300, were used as dispersing agents. A stability study by 
sedimentation showed that clusters were created at all OL100 concentrations.  
The stability study displays creation of clusters for 1 and 1.5% of ZnO in PAO6+3% 
OL300 [129].  
ZnO particles do not function as an anti-wear agent under certain conditions.  
EP performance gets better when the PAO6+1% OL300+ZnO mixtures are correlated to 
the enhancement of ZnO nanoparticle dilution [129]. These compounds PAO6+3%+ 
OL300 ZnO displayed the best EP functioning in PAO6+3% OL300+1% mixtures [129].  
PAO6+3% OL300+1% ZnO and PAO6+3% OL300+3% ZnO displayed an inferior 
result in spite of ZN nature [129]. In addition, the tribological functioning of ZnO 
nanoparticles were researched with an additive such as polyalphaolefin (PAO6) [129].  
Another nanoparticle under consideration is Palladium (Pd) nanoparticles [134]. 
Pd is a transition material, and it is a noble metal. The noble characters of these metals 
prevent the oxidation processes [134]. The defense mechanism continues as long as the 
substrate is not accomplished [134]. The use of noble nanoparticles for these functions 
could be a hopeful objective [134].  
Other noble metals, along with Pd, , gold, and silver have been used as protective 
lubricant materials in the form of alloys [135], coatings, or multilayer’s for electrical 
contacts [136, 137]. The major outcome is a sharp increase in the contact resistance, 
whose outcome was a fault of the electronic devices linked via contact [138]. 
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This work describes for the first time the service of surface-modified Pd 
nanoparticles with a regular size of 2 nm additives for lubricant oils [134]. The 
alklyammonium surface chains in mixture with their nanometer size may conform to the 
demands of good dispersion and improvement of tribological properties [134]. The 5 
wt% nanoparticle dispersions of tribological performance is explored and compared in 
terms of friction and wear to the base oil only [134]. The modifications of the electrical 
properties of the contact area were done due to the metallic nature of the nanoparticle 
center [134].    
  Alumina oxide (Al2O3) is a ceramic. It is formed by the oxidation of aluminum. 
It is used to enclose melting metal in applications where the material must function at 
high temperatures. It is also used where high strength is required [139]. In addition, it is 
used for electronic packaging that shelters silicon chips [139]. One traditional 
application is usage for insulators in spark plugs. Another sole application is established 
in dental and medical utilization [139].  
The authors considered the methods dependable for the third body improvement 
of nanoparticles Al2O3 [140]. It also reduced friction in case of alumina ball sliding 
adjacent to a 316L stainless steel plate [140]. This attempt was intended to make clear 
the procedures accountable for the third body structure in Al2O3 nanoparticles in 
aqueous suspension [140]. The coefficient of friction of these nanoparticles Al2O3 were 
lessened about 40-50%, and the metal wear rate performed just as well [140]. The Al2O3 
nanoparticles of micrometer size obtained a reduced effect of the lubricant [140]. When 
evaluated by the suspension of Al2O3 at pH 11, the particles clustered into bigger 
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particles [140]. This presented comparable outcomes in terms of wear, but at a higher 
friction coefficient [140]. Probably in both cases, a third body layer was created. 
Nevertheless, its formation and/or its depth were less competent in defending the metal 
than the coating formed by nanopartilces in the established suspension [140]. These 
researchers discovered that [141] the existence of Al2O3 nanoparticles of 150 nm 
diameter in an aqueous suspension lessened the degree of metal loss. 
Many applications utilize nanostructural materials. These applications include 
catalysis, sensors, and molecular electronics [142, 143]. The research of organic-
inorganic composite nanopartilcles is producing interest in science and industry [144, 
145]. The use of inorganic nanoparticles tribology in recent years has received an 
abundance of attention [144, 145]. This awareness is producing more attention as a 
lubrication material [146, 147]. Still, they are chiefly used as polymer fillers and/or 
lubricating grease additives [146, 147].  Some fluorides, such as calcium fluoride (CaF2), 
cerium fluoride (CeF3), and lanthanum fluoride (LaF3), have opposing wear ability [148-
153]. The TiO2 nanoparticles can advance the tribological properties of the base oil [154, 
155]. The F atom has a small radius, and the tetrafluorbenzoic acid (FA) has a compact 
structure, which contributes to antioxidant, anticorrosion, and antiwear properties [156]. 
In this effort [156], the FA, C6HF4COOH, and surface modified TiO2 nanoparticles were 
produced using sol-gel technique. The tribological properties in liquid paraffin were 
investigated utilizing a four ball tester. The outcomes show that the FA-TiO2 
nanoparticles exhibit good function in wear and friction reduction [156].  Investigation 
of the rare earth halides as solid lubricants has been accounted in current years.  
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The work [157] has investigated the tribological properties of LaF3. The author 
states that the anti-wear property of bonded coatings could be enhanced by two or more 
times [157]. Another work [158] has reported CeF3 and ceramic oxide (CeO2) as solid 
lubricants that had anti-wear and friction-reduction properties at high temperatures. CeF3 
nanoparticles were tested by [159] and [160] as a grease additive. The investigation of 
CeF3 nanoparticles additives in oils has not been described until present [161]. 
The authors [161] have projected the method of the synergism between CeF3 and 
zinc dialkykdithiphosphate (ZDDP) in lithium grease. When CeF3 was distributed in 
barium complex soap grease, the first seizure load was higher than when only 
Molybdenum Disulfide (MoS2) was added [162]. They believe that ZDDP could restrain 
the decay of CeF3. The physical content of CeF3 nanoparticles indicates that their colors 
are white [162]. In this physical behavior, the size is about 25 nm, and their shapes are 
spherical and cylinder, as indicated in this work [162]. These results are summarized 
below [162]. The micro-emulsion of T154/cycloheplaedxane/water can be utilized to 
produce mono-dispersive CeF3 nanoparticles [162]. CeF3 nanopartilces displayed 
excellent extreme pressure and friction reducing properties [162]. The greatest non-
seizure load (PB) assessment is inflated by 85.3%. The diminishing percentage of 
friction coefficient is greater than 25%, as contrasted with background oil [162]. In 
comparison, the anti-wear  property of CeF3 nanoparticles is deprived, and the wear scar 
diameter is reduced slightly [162]. The development of a transfer film in contact surfaces 
may be accountable for the outstanding tribological properties of the oils, including CeF3 
nanoparticles [162]. In conclusion, the cause of poor opposing wear properties of these 
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nanoparticles may be caused by the F- ion structure, which causes these F- ions to 
corrode the contact section [162]. The effects of nanoparticles on lubricants are 
displayed in Table 8. 
 
Table 8: Summary of Effects of Nanoparticles on Lubricants. 
Nanoparticles Effects Reference 
SiO2 Improve dispersion in oil 128 
ZnO Anti-wear problems 129 
Pd Low wear 134 
Al2O3 Lower friction and wear 139 
TiO2 Reduced friction and wear 156 
CeF3 Poor wear  162 
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MOTIVATIO AD APPROACH 
 
2.1 Improve Lubrication of Artificial Joints  
The result of inadequate lubrication of artificial joints is the major concentration 
of this research. At this time, the artificial joint is not lubricated sufficiently. The 
artificial joint with insufficient lubrication causes persistent pain and the patient is not 
able to move easily. One of the main reasons for artificial joint failure is inadequate 
lubrication.  During articulation of the artificial joint, there is increase heat which leads 
to damage of the acetabular cup. Insufficient lubrication will result in persistent pain to 
the patient who receives the implant or revision of implant. 
 
 
 Fig. 6: Insufficient Lubrication of Artificial Joint. 
Acetabular cup 
Load 
Damage due to heat build-up 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER II 
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Currently, prostheses are prepared with artificial materials, including titanium 
and titanium alloy. The major drawbacks in using these synthetic materials are they 
encounter degradation after many years of service. The joint eventually fail sometimes 
because of inadequate lubrication.  The major motives for using titanium alloys are that 
they are strong and resist corrosion. Another motive is they have elastic modulus of 
about 105-110 GPa which is near the elastic modulus of bone. An additional motive is 
they are compatible with the human body, but the biocompatibility is not the present 
focus of this work. 
2.2 Development of anostructured Biofluid 
There are several biofluids, but the one of particular interests is the synovial 
fluid. Many researchers have tried to emulate the lesser wear and lesser friction of the 
synovial fluid but were unsuccessful.  Many biofluids are presently in usage for 
lessening pain in diseased and artificial joints. Many provide immediate relief, but they 
only last for a short length of time. Nanofluid such as water and fullerene display lesser 
wear and lesser friction. 
2.3 Research Objectives 
Due to the insufficient lubrication of artificial joints, there is an immediate need 
to develop a lubrication-utilizing nanostructured biofluids. These biofluids would boost 
the length of usage and upgrading of the artificial joint. 
Disease and injury many times cause joint replacement. One of the breakdowns 
of    joint replacement is insufficient lubrication. This occurs during the articulation of 
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the joint, there is increased heat and which leads to wear. It is essential to reduce the 
friction and wear rate of lubricating biofluids that cause damage as indicated in Figure 6. 
There is a necessity to improve the lubrication of the artificial joint. Novel 
biofluids for lubrication help the joints last longer. Currently, only biofluids exist to ease 
the pain of arthritic and/or artificial joints, but they have disadvantages. Inadequate 
lubrication may be the reason patients have joint stiffness and pain with barometric 
pressure due to the weather change. It was, therefore, proposed that this research would 
do the following: 
• Investigate tribological distinctiveness of nano-structured biofluids for possible 
synthetic joint lubrication with present metals used in joint replacement. 
• Examine the likelihood of evolving a nanostructured biofluid that would enhance  
the lubrication of synthetic  joints. 
• Expand a method to formulate nanostructured biofluids that are appropriate to 
biotribological purposes. . 
2.4 Approach 
The biofluids examined in this investigation are separated into two types: support 
fluids and nanofluids. The support fluids were  water, simulated body fluid (SBF), and 
synthetic fluid [SBF + hyaluronic acid (HA)]. The nanofluid solutions utilized were 
[water fullerene (FU)], [water + crown ether (CE)] for contrast, [water+hydroxylated 
fullerene (FUH)], bovine, bovine fullerene, and bovine+hydroxlated fullerene. 
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Materials for control and contrast: 
• Alumina (improved used in joint prostheses)    
• Tititanium ( dental implants) 
• Ti-6A-l4V alloy ( joint prostheses ) 
The information on the motivation for choice of materials and data on their features are 
provided in Chapter III. The techniques recognized for characterization of selected 
nanofluids and their contrast with the control materials were supplied in Chapter IV. 
Tribological and rheological features were performed and evaluated. The required 
features were lesser friction, lesser response, and lubrication mechanism comparable to 
synovial fluid (SF). 
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CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMETAL PROCEDURE 
This chapter is an examination about the different materials used in this research. 
There are a variety of biomaterials employed for joint replacements.  Metallic materials 
play a critical part as biomaterials to substitute the unhealthy or injured bone.  
Biomedical companies are primarily concerned to materials that are load bearing, resist 
corrosion , and compatible with the human body. Additionally, this research 
concentrates on enhancing biofluids for synthetic joints. There were four groups of 
materials analyzed and they were metals, ceramics, nanostructured materials, and 
lubricants. The lubricants were deionized water, bovine serum, synthetic fluid (SF), and 
simulated body fluid (SBF) all to be included in the materials section.  
3.1 Materials 
The metals utilized in this research were titanium (Ti) and titanium alloy Ti-6Al-
4V.The ceramic used was alumina. The natural materials utilized were fullerene, 
hydroxylated fullerene, and crown ether. Additionally, there were lubricants, such as 
bovine serum, synthetic fluid, and simulated body fluid. 
3.1.1 Titanium 
The choice of material utilized for surgical implants is decided by the best 
execution. There are a number of good motives for utilizing titanium (Ti) as a prosthesis 
material. An illustration of this alloy is Ti-6A-4V [163]. Ti alloys subsist in trio crystal 
formation such as beta, alpha-beta, and alpha.   [164, 165]. Additionally, titanium and its 
alloys have an elevated strength and lesser elastic modulus [166]. Ti has very superior 
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tissue compatibility and bears corrosion from contact with air and especially the human 
body [167].  
Ti is appropriate for lasting joint replacement [167]. In addition, Pure Ti satisfies 
chemical homogeneity demands [167]. Several items, such as bone plates, screws, and 
instruments, are prepared from pure Ti [167].  Therefore, it can be assumed that using Ti 
as a prosthesis material can supply the utmost protection [167]. As indicated below in 
Table 9, Ti also has a low modulus of elasticity and high strength. In addition, Ti 
prostheses are chemically motionless and are free from corrosion [168]. 
Pure Ti was utilized as a counteracting material to examine the lubrication along 
with its wear behavior. The unpolluted titanium foil was from Sigma-Aldrich.   Titanium 
foil sample was sliced in 2.54 cm wide x 2.54 cm height. Unpolluted titanium was putted 
in as the base for triobological experiments. 
Titanium alloys, such as Ti–6Al–4V, are extensively used in many industrial 
fields. Titanium alloys are particularly employed as biomaterials because of elevated 
strong features to load ratio, lesser density, excellent fatigue features, outstanding 
corrosion opposition, and compatible with the body [40]. Titanium alloys as Ti-6A-4V 
are the most normally applied as metallic biomaterials [168]. The alloying of titanium 
has produced a superior outcome [169].They have been victorious due to their main 
characters  of lesser  density, being compatible to human body,  elevated  vigor, and 
corrosion opposition. The small density of Ti-6Al-4V is 4.4 g/cm3, which is near 
unpolluted titanium, which is 4.5 g/cm3. A further motive for its use is its being 
compatible with the body. Bio-compatibility has repeatedly been attributed for corrosion 
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results [170-172]. Ti-6Al-4V together makes it a superb material for joint prostheses   
because of its outstanding mechanical properties of titanium alloy. These mechanical 
properties are indicated in Table 8.  A less elastic modulus reduces an elevated stress of 
the bone, consequential in less bone tissue shortage [173, 174]. Ti is a diverse element 
that can subsist in additional than one crystal structure [175]. 
As indicated in Table 9 [40,176], aluminum (Al) is weightier than vanadium (V) 
and is a little weightier than Ti. The density of Ti-6A-4V alloy is near pure titanium. The 
elastic modulus of Ti-6Al-4V is lesser than other metallic elements within the alloy. The 
advantage of this is it will cause less stress shielding [178].  
 
Table 9: Mechanical Properties of Revised Titanium Alloys [40, 176]. 
Alloy   Tensile strength (MPa) Modulus (GPa)  
Ti (pure titanium)          785                                   105 
Ti–6Al–4V                960–970 110         
 
 
As indicated in Table 10 [175, 177], is the chemical composition of Ti and Ti–6Al–4V 
which determine influence the mechanical properties.         
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    Table 10: Chemical Composition and Properties Ti and Ti-6Al-4V [175, 177]. 
Alloy 
 
Wt%  Density g/cm3  Modulus Pa  
Ti-6Al-4V  4.43 105 
Ti Balance 4.51 110 
Al 6.0 5.50-6.75 380 
V 4.0 3.50-4.50 127 
C  .10   
Fe 20   
H .015   
N .03   
O .20   
               
 
Ti-6Al-4V alloy ball was obtained from TRD Specialties. The 6 mm diameter 
steel balls were utilized for the counter material in this tribological test. This tribological 
test was utilized to research the friction characteristics of alumina.  
3.1.2 Alumina 
Joint replacements have utilized alumina ceramics due to their elevated wear 
resistance. The usage has been limited due to problems related to functioning of these 
ceramics in the human body. It is known that the application of alumina mechanism in 
artificial joints leads to complications with unfastening femoral parts as a result of their 
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brittle performance. The main disadvantage is that ceramic is brittle; therefore, it would 
eventually be harmful to the human body. 
Alumina was utilized as a substrate with water, simulated body fluid, and 
synthetic fluid as lubricants. The formula for alumina is Al2O3. 
3.1.3 Fullerene 
Since its discovery in 1985, the C60 has attracted great attention because of its 
exclusive structural and mechanical properties [179-181]. The novel groups of closed 
caged molecules were termed Buckminister Fuller, after the designer of this spherical 
structure [180].  There is a bonding likeness between graphite and the individual groups 
of C60 [182].  It was theoretically predicted that the C60 or C70 could be used as 
lubricants due to their spherical form and small cage diameter [182-185]. The C60 was 
reported to be able to elevate load power and to have small surface energy, elevated 
chemical steadiness, fragile intermolecular, and sturdy intramolecular bonding [179, 
181, 186, 187]. The fullerene C60 could work as a ball bearing and for other tribological 
applications [188-190].  
Fullerene C60 was used as a solid lubricant in deionized water. The structure of 
fullerene is a pure carbon molecule compiled of 60 atoms of carbon, as displayed in 
Figure 7. The solids were fullerene C60 from Sigma Aldrich   
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Fig. 7: Fullerene C60. Simulated by Rohan Matthews. 
. 
An elevated level of water solubility occurs in the fullerene derivative when OH, 
COOH, or NH2 fasten to every carbon in the fullerene cage [191]. They are competent 
contenders for several biomedical applications, which include cell defense, genetic photo 
split, enzyme restraint, diagnostic reflection, and others [191].  The reactive oxygen 
species, such as superoxide and hydroxyl (OH) radicals, can cause cell injury [192, 193]. 
In addition, the fullerene central part performs as a free radical sponge [192, 193].  
The fullerene performs with a defensive effect in reactive oxygen species both outside 
and inside of an organism [192, 193]. The polydroxylated fullerene performs with a 
protection that produces the reactive oxygen species nerve cells’ demise [192, 
193].Specific fullerenols are polyhydroxylated fullerenes [C60 (OH) n]. Fullerenols are 
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primarily regarded as antioxidants that decrease reactive oxygen species nerve cells   
[194, 195].  
Fullerenol performance provides protection against stress in certain conditions of 
cell lines and certain conditions of rat lungs [196]. It reduces poisons against breast 
cancer cells of humans [197]. Fullerenol can cause cell death [196] and control the 
creation of human breast cancer cells [197].   It is stored in a specific protein, in spite of 
its outcome of not producing rapidly on rat fluid carrying blood vessels [198]. 
The pure fullerene investigation was delayed because of it insolubility in water [199]. 
However, pure C60 can be dissolved in water by mixing continually [200, 201]. The 
researchers described the malignant tumor of the liver cells in contrast with other water-
soluble fullerenes [202]. In underivatized fullerene C60, there was an analysis of 
largemouth bass whose brain was affected after two days of contact [203]. 
The FUH is displayed in Figure 8. C60 (OH) 24 was used as a solid lubricant in 
deionized water. The structure of fullerene is a pure carbon molecule compiled of 60 
atoms of carbon with 24 hydroxyl groups. C60 (OH) 24 was used as a solid lubricant in 
bovine serum, and it was dissolved. The solids were fullerene C60 (OH) 24 from MR 
LTD. The DI water was used in order to avoid interactions of ion-nanoparticle 
interactions. The deionized water had no impurities and was a Newtonian fluid. 
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3.1.4 Crown Ether 
Since the discovery of crown ethers and their ion complexion abilities in 1967 by 
Pedersen [204], chemistry has emerged into rapidly increasing research topics [205]. The 
crown ethers have a unique flake-like structure that results from joining atoms in a 2D 
ring [206, 207]. They have led to the development of novel phase-transfer catalysts, 
artificial receptors, and ion channels. The fundamental recurring unit of any simple 
crown ether is ethylene, such as – [CH2CH2O]-, that replicates six times in 18-crown 
ether-6 [207]. The structure of crown ether is displayed in Figure 9. The general formula 
for 18-crown ether-6 is [C2H4O] 6 [208]. 
 
Fig. 8: Hydroxylated Fullerenes C60 (OH) 24. Simulated by Rohan Matthews. 
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Crown ether has a high attraction for potassium, as indicated in Figure 10. In 
addition, crown ethers can be utilized to modify the features of inorganic mixture in 
organic liquid. When 18-crown-6 is present, potassium acetate is a more potent 
nucleophile in natural solvents than potassium acetate alone. 
 
 
Fig. 9: 18-Crown Ether-6. Simulated by Rohan Matthews. 
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In order to understand the mechanisms, we compare the fullerene C60 with a 
nanostructured 18-crown ether-6, as shown in Figure 9. DI water, crown ether/DI water, 
and fullerene/DI water were compared for lubrication performance. It was also 
discovered that crown ether has a tendency to form nanochains. This will be discussed in 
Chapter V. 
3.1.5 Bovine Serum 
Bovine serum is a synthetic fluid made from calf. Bovine serum of varying 
strength has been employed as an appropriate solution to imitate the pseudo-synovial 
fluid. Lubricant has recently been identified as one of the major factors in vitro wear 
Fig. 10: 18-Crown Ether-6 Coordinated with Potassium Ion. 
Simulated by Rohan Matthews. 
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testing of joint implants [209, 210, 211, and 212]. It is accepted that bovine serum is a 
better lubricant than the DI water [213].  It remains to be established how it simulates the 
properties of human periprosthetic synovial fluid as a lubricant for polymer/CoCr 
bearing couples [213]. In this research, bovine serum was utilized as a lubricant between 
articulating surfaces. Bovine calf serum was obtained from HyClone, which was used as 
a lubricant between the articulating surfaces. 
3.1.6 Simulated Body Fluid 
To begin with, a mixture of simulated body fluid (SBF) was made from 
ingredients to be discussed later. This solution was beforehand made by Dr. Tadashi 
Kokubo [214]. SBF is a mixture similar to synovial fluid but with viscosity comparable 
to water. The technique of preparation of SBF is found in [215]. The synovial fluid 
contains 0.1 to 5 mg/ml of  hyaluronic acid (HA [216]. The strength of 3 mg of HA was 
from Rexall, Inc. and was blended for each ml of simulated body fluid. The combination 
was then transferred to a sonicator for 10 minutes to liquefy the HA remains in the 
liquid. The synthetic fluid was stored in a refrigerator at 3 oC. This solution was utilized 
as a lubricant between the articulating surfaces prior to the tribological tests.  
3.2 Rheological Measurements 
Before measurement, the rheometer was auto zero, and this occurred after the 
machine had warmed for 10 minutes. The spindle number was entered as this was used 
to compute torque percentage, viscosity in centipoises, shear stress (dyne/cm2), and 
shear rate (1/sec). These factors were input from one parameter to another. The spindle 
number was inserted putting in the speed of rotation, record viscosity, and torque 
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percentage. The liquid to be calculated was placed in a receptacle. Liquids flows that 
were not Newtonian liquids were examined through the compilation of viscosity figures 
over a series of shear rates.  There were several points taken to get an average viscosity 
of all lubricants tested. The viscosity measurements were performed using the several 
test holders that were circular shaped containers of 1-5 ml, which were then cleaned with 
acetone or deionized water after each test, as indicated in the scheme in Figures 11 and 
12. Measurements were repeated for three times with duration of 5 minutes each. The 
tests measured the viscosity, along with shear rate and shear stress. 
The rheological properties of the SBF, water, synthetic fluids, water/FU, water/CE, and 
were measured utilizing the Brookfield DV-III Ultra Rheometer, as shown in Figure 11 
and Figure 12. 
The rheological properties of bovine serum, bovine serum/FUH, and water/FUH 
were measured utilizing the AG Magnetic Bearing Rheometer, as shown in the Figures 
13 and in Figure 14. The parameters set for the rheometer were: temperature at 37oC 
which is the body temperature, spindle set at 60 mm, the machine was calibrated for 30 
seconds, and the spindle was cleaned with acetone after each test.  The viscosity, shear 
rate, and shear stress, of the three lubricants were measured for rheological properties; 
and they were saved on the computer. 
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Fig. 12: Brookfield Ultra DV-III Rheometer [217]. 
Fig. 11: Scheme of Brookfield Rheometer.  
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Motor 
Fig.13: Scheme of Magnetic Bearing Rheometer. 
 
Spindle and 
Liquid 
Fig. 14: AR-G2 Magnetic Bearing Rheometer. 
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3.3 Tribological Testing 
Tribometers are unique instruments designed for precision friction force 
measurement. They can conduct both linear reciprocating and rotating modes. 
Tribological testing was done using a ball-on-disc tribometer, as shown in Figure 15, 
with the scheme displayed in Figure 16. The ball or pin material was fastened to the pin. 
The opposing material was fastened to a rotating attachment vertically below the pin. 
The pin was then fastened to a shaft that was joined to a transducer. When the 
attachment rotated, the frictional force of the articulating surfaces was communicated to 
a computer. A load was supported on top of the pin. After the computer determined the 
coefficient of friction, it then displayed a plan of the coefficient of friction against time. 
The parameters that could be   regulated were reciprocating speeds, loads,  time, along 
with the lubricant. This data was fed into the computer earlier before the test and 
remained constant throughout. These steps compared the friction coefficient of friction 
utilizing different lubricants. 
In this experiment, the equipment used was a CSM tribometer. It utilized the 
ball-on-disk layout indicated in Figure 15 for tribological tests. The temperature was at 
room temperature of 27oC. The motion was rotating-sliding for lubrication and 
reciprocating back and forth for wear tests. The loads, number of cycles, linear speed, 
and speeds were variable. The coefficient of friction against time was plotted using The 
TriboX software of the CSM Tribometer. 
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The lubrication and wear tests of water/FU, water/CE, and water were performed 
with parameters of different loads for lubrication and different speeds. For wear, the load 
and speed were constant.  
For lubrication of bovine serum/FUH, water/FUH and bovine serum, the 
parameters were different loads and different speeds. For wear, using for these same 
lubricants, the parameters were constant load and constant speed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Fig. 15: CSM Tribometer Setup. 
 
Fig. 16: Schematic of the Ball-on-Disk. 
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3.4 Characterization 
There is a need for surface analysis both before and after conducting tribometer 
experiments to understand mechanisms of the tribological process. Various sophisticated 
surface characterization tools are available today to study the details of the surface, like 
morphology, surface parameters, and surface physical and chemical properties. The 
underlying general principle of most the majority of such instruments is the stimulus of a 
sample surface by means of a source signal and analysis of the resultant signal generated 
from the sample. Different methods mentioned below were utilized for surface 
characterization.  
3.4.1 Surface Topography 
The Profilometer is an instrument that maps a sample surface morphology. The 
contact mode was utilized in this experiment. The contact mode tip has a very receptive 
probe that slowly goes across a surface. The probe is generally made of a hard material 
like diamond and is somewhat rounded at the tip. The movement of this tip in the lateral 
and vertical directions is monitored by a controller that transmits the output signal to a 
computer. The screen displays a line profile of the traversed path. The sensitivity of this 
instrument is a few microns depending on the radius of the probe. The Profilometer also 
measures the roughness and waviness parameters of the surface using one of the 
standard methods available.  
The non-contact Profilometer is an optical that uses white light. This technique 
has shown to be much better than laser techniques in measuring roughness. The optical 
Profilometer uses a non-contact method that supplies the same data as a stylus contact 
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Profilometer. There are there main advantages to an optical Profilometer. The first 
advantage is speed because there is no contact. The second advantage is reliability 
because they do not touch the surface and surface cannot be damaged. The third 
advantage is spot size, which ranges from a few micrometers to submicrometers. 
The measurement principles consist of measuring the roughness of a surface part 
and then trace the surface at a constant rate. The pickup acquires the surface roughness 
by the sharp stylus. The roughness causes displacement of pickup, which results in a 
change of inductive value of induction coils that generate analogue signal, which is in 
proportion to surface roughness at the output end of a phase sensitive rectifier. Qualitest 
TR200 Surface Profilometer, shown in Figure 17, is employed to take the wear profile 
generated due to tribochemical actions. It helps in measuring the wear depth and also the 
surface after the formation of a tribofilm.  Details of the operations of the scheme of 
Profilometer are displayed in Figure 18. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 17: Qualitest 200 Profilometer.  
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Some of the elements utilized in SEM are comparable to the elements in TEM 
[219. They are the electron source, which consists of the gun, condenser lenses, 
objective lenses, and scanning coils [219. The ray goes through the objective lens before 
attaining the specimen [220]. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a type of 
Fig. 18: Scheme of Profilometer. 
Profilometer Unit 
Sample 
Fig. 19: Scheme of Scanning Electron Microscope [218]. 
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electron microscope where a fine beam of electrons are scanned across the surface of the 
sample [220].The scanning electron microscope scheme is shown in Figure 19. 
Descriptions of the sample can be conquered by distinguishing either backscattered 
electrons mirrored from the exterior or by indentifying the resultant electrons that 
breakout from the atoms of the specimen [220]. The principle of SEM is very simple and 
can be easily understood [220]. The scanning coils produce the pattern that creates the 
image on the computer screen.  
The JEOL 6400 scanning electron microscope as displayed in Figure 20 was 
used to obtain images of the surfaces. Images were captured from secondary electrons. 
The working voltage was 15 kV, and the working distance varied. 
 
 
 Fig. 20: JEOL JSM 6400 Scanning Electron Microscope  
Microscopy and Imaging Center, Texas A&M University [219]. 
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Fig. 21: Scheme of Transmission Electron Microscope [218]. 
 
3.4.2 TEM Studies of anoparticles 
In a transmission electron microscope (TEM), a ray of electrons are transported 
through a thin specimen. The first potential outcome is the electrons are conveyed 
through the specimen without any contact. The second possible outcome is the electrons 
are swerved but have no force.  The third potential outcome is the electrons’ energy is 
lost and is turned aside [219]. Electrons with the smallest action with the sample have 
elevated energy when accumulated by the detector. The image yield from the detector 
consequently displays these components of the specimen as lighter [219]. There are 
potential outcomes for these electrons [220]. As a result, the last image is a black and 
white picture of the component of the specimen during which the ray of electrons passes 
throughout. 
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The imagery and patterns of wear fragments were acquired from the friction tests 
were attained with a Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM, JEOL JEM 2010) as 
shown in Figures 21 and 22. Samples for testing were collected in the form of wear 
particles from the specimen wear tracks after the tribo-tests. The wear particles were 
collected and dissolved in acetone for 10 minutes using a sonicator for microscopy 
characterization. The particles before and after the wear tests were examined using the 
TEM instrument having an accelerating voltage of 200 keV. A drop of dilute acetone 
solution containing the particles was placed over a carbon coated Cu grid, dried in air, 
and imaged with a TEM instrument.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 22: JEOL JEM-2010 Transmission Electron Microscope  
Microscopy and Imaging Center, Texas A&M University [218]. 
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CHAPTER IV 
LUBRICATIO PROPERTIES 
As discussed in Chapter I, many biofluids are in the body. Of significant interest 
are synovial fluids that lubricate the joints. Many times the natural joints deteriorate due 
to diseases known as arthritis, or some other disease of the bone. There is a promising 
solution arthroplasty of the joints that is available to treat the deteriorated natural joints. 
The main problem is the wear of these artificial joints and diseased natural joints, which 
is due to inadequate lubrication. It is needed to optimize the lubrication of joints. In this 
chapter, we review the existing data of lubrication properties of biofluids. The present 
research focuses on a synthetic fluid made from hyaluroncic acid and simulated body 
fluid. Direct comparisons between viscosities, shear rate, and shear stress are carried out. 
The biofluids compared are from dogs, horses, humans, simulated body fluids (SBF), 
and synthetic fluids. Most recently, the focus is on nanostructured biofluids such as 
bovine, bovine/FUH, and water/FUH. The shear rate and viscosity of these biofluids are 
compared.  This enables us to develop a baseline for new understanding of lubrication 
properties of biofluids for artificial joints. 
4.1 Viscosity  
Viscosity causes the resistance to flow. The SBF is a Newtonian fluid like water. 
In Chapter III, the SBF was described in detail. Dr. Tadashi Kokub initially arranged the 
SBF [213].  Tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane and HCl buffers were utilized to lessen 
the pH to 7.25 [213]. In Chapter III, ionic concentrations of SBF can be found in [214]. 
The strength of HA in synovial fluid was described as 0.1 to 5 mg/ml [215].The studies 
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of animal synovial fluid have established significant likeness among species. Yet, some 
notable differences do subsist. The amount of synovial fluid (SF) differs from joint to 
joint. In their study, five dogs were removed for testing [221]. SF from three dogs with 
chronic condition and two dogs with an acute condition were aspirate. The chronic joint 
symptoms displayed a slightly higher viscosity compared to those with acute symptoms 
[221]. As indicated in Figure 23, the viscosities of acute joints were lower, and this was 
due to the local inflammation and swelling of the joints [221]. In the chronic joints of the 
dogs, the viscosity decreased due to destruction of hyaluronic acid minor to osteoarthritis 
[221]. . In an early study by Conrad et al., normal joints exhibited considerably elevated 
synovial fluid viscosity compared to either chronic or acutely injured dogs, as illustrated 
in Figure 23 [221].The normal viscosity was highest, as expected.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 23: Viscosity of Dogs with Different Level of Disease Status [221]. 
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It is obvious that the horse viscosity behaves like the SF. With the horse SF, as 
the viscosity decreased as the shear rate increased which is indicative of shear thinning. 
Lumsden evaluated the apparent viscosity of normal SF of mid-carpal, 
 
 
 
      
Lumsden evaluated the apparent viscosity of normal SF of mid-carpal, 
tibiotarsal, and distal interphalangeal joints of horses [222]. The apparent viscosity was 
assessed with variable shear rates. It resulted in the assessment at a known shear rate and 
temperature [222]. The viscosity of SF was measured in poises in proportion to shear 
stress to rate of shear, which is a non-Newtonian fluid [222]. The plan included viscosity 
evaluation in a range of shear rates that was utilized to differentiate the apparent 
Fig. 24: Comparison of Viscosity vs. Shear Rate of Synthetic and Live Fluids . 
SBF 
Water 
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viscosity of four SFs’ from three joints [222]. In this study, there were 60 clinically 
normal horses [222]. In Figure 24, the SF is similar to that of horses and that of human 
as indicated in Figure 25. The synovial data from SF was gathered from samples that 
were acquired over a shear rate of 10 to 250/s. In addition, it was collected at apparent 
viscosities that were calculated at 50, 100, 150, 200 and 2501/s [222]. The result of shear 
rate on apparent viscosity was resolved utilizing a two-way Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) [222].  The outcomes for the SF from all the joints denoted shear-thinning 
behavior. In this figure, apparently, with an increase in shear rate there is a decrease in 
the viscosity. 
Lumsden did similar comparisons [222]. The horse viscosity behaved like the SF 
that is similar to the human’s. As the shear rate of the horse SF increased, the viscosity 
decreased, which indicate shear thinning as indicated in Figure 25. The data for horse 
viscosity was from reference [222]. The horse viscosity is similar to normal human 
viscosity, as indicated in Table 11  
 
Fig. 25: Apparent Viscosity for Ten Clinically Normal Horses [222]. 
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Table 11: Relative Viscosity of Synovial Fluid [223]. 
Species Joint Diagnosis Volume, ml 
Avg. 
Viscosity 
Avg. 
Horse Carpal Normal 5 929 
Horse Carpal Normal 6 16 
Human Knee Osteoarthritis 32 106 
Human Knee Rheumatoid Arthritis 29 18 
Human Knee Chronic traumatic 32 20 
 
In their earlier study, Levine et al. [224] provided results of viscosity of synovial 
joints from normal and pathological types of human arthritis. Comparative viscosity was 
established in 65 normal fluids from animals and 287 pathological effusions [224]. The 
main values, and also the widest range of viscosity, were obtained from the normal 
fluids of the carpals joints of cattle [224]. Fluid form the carpal joints of horses 
displayed a  narrow range and a much lower average relative viscosity [224]. Several 
factors must be considered to explain the discrepancy between the cattle and horses 
[224].  
As stated earlier, the viscosity of synovial fluid of horses is similar to the 
synthetic fluid.   In examining the synthetic fluid, the shear rate increased as the 
viscosity decreased behaving like shear thinning fluid. As stated earlier, this was due to 
the hyaluronic acid content. The hyaluronic acid is a polymer whose formula is 
Hyaluronan (HA). The HA is a high-molecular-weight material that is present in 
plentiful amounts in synovial fluid. It is the main source of viscosity of synovial fluid. In 
Chapter I, HA is in a greater amount than any of the other molecules. 
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The synthetic fluid consists of SBF and HA. The description is described in 
detail in Chapter III. As stated earlier, the hyaluronic acid is the source of viscosity of 
synthetic fluid. The make-up of the synthetic fluid included 3 mg of HA acquired from 
Rexall, Inc. It was mixed per ml of SBF. The mixture was then exposed to sound waves 
for about 10 minutes for dissolving the hyaluronic acid fragments. The synthetic fluid 
was stored in a cooled storage place at 34 oF. The viscosity of the mixture was applied as 
a coating between the rubbing surfaces before the tribological tests. The synthetic fluid 
shear rate behaved like the horse and opposite to the SBF and water, as indicated in 
Figure 26. As indicated earlier, the HA causes the viscosity in the SF. In addition, the 
synthetic fluid, synovial fluid in horses and dogs, along with humans, has hyaluronic 
acid content. As seen in Figure 27, with the synthetic fluid, as the shear stress increased, 
Fig. 26: Comparison of Viscosity vs. Shear Rate of Synthetic Fluids. 
SBF 
Water 
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the viscosity decreased that indicate linearly relationship. With this synthetic fluid, 
although the viscosity behaved like a human’s, but the friction was unstable and was not 
suitable for the human joint.  
 
 
Fig. 27: Comparision of Viscosity vs. Shear Stress of Synthetic Fluids. 
 
These lubricants exhibit three kinds of interactions between apparent viscosity 
and shear rate. The types are Newtonian, thixotropic and dilatants as indicated in Figure 
28.  The shear stress and shear rate relationship is a straight line called Newtonian fluid. 
The correlation between viscosity and shear rate is displayed as stable in Figure 28. 
Thixotropic and dilatants are non-Newtonian fluids.  Dilatant liquids are when the 
viscosity increases with increases in shear rate. Thixotropic fluids undergo decrease in 
viscosity with time. Conventional ones have viscosity that is independent of shear rate. 
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Therefore, surface separations as a function of relative viscosity may be determined 
fairly easy, taking the lubricant properties as constant. Under these conditions, the type 
of lubrication may stay constant over a wide range of velocities. 
                                         
      
                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
  
Shear rate sec-1 
 
Fig. 28: Lubricant Types: a) Dilatant, b) Thixotropic, c) Newtonian (not scale) [38]. 
             
        Some lubricants are thixotropic; they turn around and become less viscous as shear rate 
increases [38]. The thixotropic or dilatants lubricants can make a alteration  in  lubrication 
modes due to the relative speed of the surface [38]. For example, a pair of materials with 
thixotropic lubricants can exhibit full film lubrication [38]. They can display at midway 
loads and speeds along with boundary lubrication at high loads and speeds. Synovial 
fluid is made of a hyaluronic acid and it is an exceedingly thixotropic lubricant. Injury 
may reduce the movement of the fluid causing a less viscous but still thixotropic 
                     
  
Viscosity Cp 
a 
b 
c 
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lubricant [38]. Nevertheless, in the incidence of rheumatoid arthritis, the synovial fluid 
both water down thins and will lose its thixotropic property [38]. This  
contribution permits closer approach to   deterioration of joint surfaces and can generate 
wear. The synthetic fluid and the horse viscosity act approximately like dilatants fluids, 
as seen in Figure 24. The water and the simulated body fluid in Figure 24 behave like 
Newtonian fluids. 
As for human fluid, it is difficult to get the results of viscosity of a normal 
synovial fluid. This is clarification that my synthetic fluid is not suitable, because as 
indicated in [222], the viscosity decreases with increased shear rate for the normal, 
osteoarthritis, and rheumatoid arthritis. Osteoarthritis and rheumatoid fluid viscosity is 
less, and the fluid is nearly Newtonian [223].However, in the study by Wright and 
Dowson, the synovial fluid is a non-Newtonian in that its viscosity decreases with 
increased shear rate [225, 226]. The viscosity-shear rate relationships of normal synovial 
fluid demonstrate that it is non-Newtonian. They are similar to the viscosity displayed in 
horse fluid. The only significant difference is with the normal start at a higher viscosity. 
The viscosity for normal synovial fluid is higher for humans, and for two samples, 
osteoarthritis (OA) along with rheumatoid arthritis (RA), it has the same tendency but at 
a lower viscosity as indicated in Figure 29.  
The viscosity of nanostructured biofluids displays a relationship that illustrates 
that as the shear rate increased, the viscosity is decreased. As the viscosity increases, it 
thickens, and it resists flow. As the viscosity decreases, like with water, it does not resist 
flow, and the shear rate increases. As stated earlier, viscosity causes a resistance to flow. 
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As the temperature of the lubricant is amplified, the viscosity will lessen. For instance, in 
the chart above, the viscosities were measured at two different temperatures for the 
nanostructured biofluids. One set was measured at room temperature of 25oC as 
displayed in Figure 30, and the other set was measured at the human body temperature 
of 37oC was indicated in Figure 31. For all of the mixtures, as the temperature increased, 
the viscosity decreased. This kind of association was displayed for normal, OA, and RA, 
indicated in an earlier study.  In Figure 30, the viscosity-shear rate relationship of 
bovines behaves like the osteoarthritis and rheumatoid fluid, and it is Newtonian. The 
viscosity-shear rate relationships of normal SF show that it is non-Newtonian with the 
highest viscosity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 29: Viscosity of Shear Rate Relationships [223]. 
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Fig. 30: Comparison of Shear Rate vs. Viscosity of Nanostructured Biofluids at 25oC. 
 
 
 
  
Fig. 31: Comparison of Shear Rate vs. Viscosity of Nanostructured Biofluids at 37oC. 
Shear rate (sec
-1
) 
Viscosity 
 (Pa.s)  
Bovine+FUH  
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4.2 Viscosity Relation to Friction   
       Friction is defined by Black [38] as opposing the movement and rubbing one 
material over the other [38]. Friction coefficient is a dimensional number that is the ratio 
of friction force to normal force. It is obvious from Table 12 that artificial material 
couples do not come near the friction coefficient of natural joints. There is nothing that 
can be done as long as body fluids are relied upon for lubrication [38]. Still, it is 
determined that coefficient of friction is greater when surfaces first begin to move than 
when the surfaces are in motion [38]. See Table 12, which denotes condition of 
coefficient of friction and µs as the sliding coefficient of friction. The basic information 
above confirms tribological testing that follows. 
 
Table 12: Revised Initial and Sliding Coefficient of Friction [38]. 
Materials grouping                          Lubricant µs 
Cartilage/cartilage hip                              Synovial fluid 0.002            
Cartilage/cartilage hip                              Ringers     0.01-0.005 
 
Co-Cr/Co-Cr hip prosthesis[236] None 0.55 
 
 Veronate buffer 0.22 
 
 Serum   0.13   
 Synovial fluid   0.12 
 Albumin   0.11 
Co-Cr/UHMWPE [236] 
Weightman et al. 1972 [236] 
Serum 0.08 
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In Chapter III, the tribological testing was done on several lubricants to measure 
the coefficient of friction. Water and SBF are both Newtonian fluids. The synthetic fluid 
behaved like a puesdoplastic fluid. The synthetic fluid was made from SBF and HA. 
The tribological tests were conducted for two hours. The plots were friction coefficient 
against time. The water was sliding against alumina in the presence of water. Alumina is 
a hard ceramic with hard elements established at room temperature [227]. It suggests 
many potentials of generating mechanisms with useful patterns of features comprising 
tribological functions. The components of ceramic provide well in a variety of media 
[227].  Major diversities exist in the tribological performance of various ceramics in 
water [227-232]. Furthermore, the introduction of water at the edge made the creation of 
hydroxides, along with other composite to water, media probable [229]. Water causes 
the unconfined wear debris to be cleaned off constantly.  This occurred on the sliding 
exterior, and an ideal adhesion was supplied [229]. The performance of these material 
arrangements were considered deprived in sliding contacts. The creation of loose wear 
debris may cause instability in moving mechanical groups [229].  
  Researchers have recommended that aluminium hydroxides are formed on the 
mating surfaces [233]. This is due to the high interfacial temperatures produced during 
the application of pressure in the midst of water [233]. The formation of ferrous transfer 
The layers of oxide ceramic discs is formed on ferrous transport. This is observed in 
unlubricated contacts with similar materials [234, 235]. Prior to materials being 
investigated in the body, the HA coating must be spread over the metal [236].  
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In the water sliding test, the coefficient of friction was constant at 0.4. The 
overall friction coefficient during this test was constant. The plot indicated that the water 
was stable. During the absence of SBF, at the interface, the conditions approached those 
of a dry test, causing an increase of friction coefficient. It is significant that the synthetic 
fluid contains HA along with SBF. HA is the source of the viscosity of any fluid. This 
can account for the high viscosity; however, it does not exhibit good frictional 
properties.  In the synthetic fluid sliding test, the friction coefficient began at 0.38 and 
decreased to 0.15. This may be due to insufficient concentration of the solution. In these 
experiments, it was discovered that the synthetic fluid combined of SBF and HA, the 
viscosity behaved most favorable viscosity/shear rate like a real fluid. With the 
nanostructured biofluids,  
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CHAPTER V 
AOSTRUCTURED BIOFLUIDS 
Fundamental understanding of nanostructured biofluids possesses significant 
scientific and technological importance. In this research, we proposed to use well-
defined molecular or nanostuctures to modify biofluids in order to develop new insights 
from lubrication theory and application. This chapter focuses on the basic lubrication 
properties of such biofluids. 
5.1 Background 
In natural joints, the synovial fluid is stored in the synovium membrane. The 
functions of synovial fluids are to provide lubrication to the joint and nutrients to the 
cartilage. Disease, such as arthritis, and/or injury may require artificial joint replacement. 
During total joint replacement (TJR), the synovial membrane is altered, and the synovial 
fluid (SF) is lost [237]. The lost SF is replaced by a periprosthetic SF. This fluid is a 
natural lubricant generated in vivo after an artificial joint surgery [238-240]. To date, 
there are few reports on the periprosthetic fluid. Problems remain in the TJR, namely 
lack of lubrication and resulting wear leading to the malfunction of the acetabular cup of 
the prosthesis [241]. In attempts to improve engineering lubrication outside of TJR, 
nanostructured additives have been used. Fluids with nanostructured additives are called 
nanofluids. It was reported that nanofluids had good dispersion and adhesion onto a solid 
surface, providing satisfying structural, optical, and thermal properties [242-244].  
In the current research, we propose to study effects of shapes of certain molecules on 
lubrication. Fullerene C60, was used as additives for this study. The property-tribological 
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performance relationships of fullerene nanostructured biofluids were studied. In order to 
understand the mechanisms, we compared the fullerene C60 with a nanostructured 18-
crown ether-6, a 2-D ring structure. Detailed information of fluid missing was discussed 
in Chapter I.  The experimental procedures for fluid properties were discussed in 
Chapter III. 
5.2 Rheological Properties 
The viscosity vs. shear rate of H2O, CE, and FU is plotted, and results are shown 
in Figure 32. The FUH viscosity vs., shear rate is higher than FU. All four fluids show 
non-Newtonian behavior. It is interesting that the addition of CE increased the viscosity, 
while that of FU significantly reduced and the addition of FUH increased viscosity 
higher than FU. The water and CE fluids both show thinning, while the FU is mostly 
consistent in the range of shear rate. The viscosity and shear stress represent the 
intermolecular interactions between fluid molecules and additives. Comparing the C in 
FU in a previous (Figure 7), and O in CE previous (Figure 9), the CE is more 
electronegative and is prone to attract water molecules. The strong Van der Waals 
attraction between CE and H2O results in high fluid shear and viscosity. It is known that 
water molecules interact with each other through hydrogen bonds. In order to understand 
the behavior further, we studied the frictional behavior of fluids. 
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5.3 anoparticle-Modified Fluid Friction 
Our viscosity results have shown that all fluids have shown non-Newtonian 
behavior. The addition of fullerene, in particular, resulted in significant reduction in 
viscosity and shear rate. This means that the FU-containing fluids require less force (or 
energy) to shear the fluid (Figure 32). This will subsequently reduce friction (this will be 
discussed in the next section). It is well known that the fluid shear stress can be 
expressed as, 
z
ν
ητ =       (3) 
Fig. 32: Rheological Results of Three Fluids. 
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where τ is the tangential (friction) stress between the fluid layers, η is the friction 
coefficient of a fluid, i.e., the viscosity, v is the linear speed, and z is the thickness of the 
fluid. The fluid shear can also be formulated as, 
z
v
∂
∂
=ητ        (4) 
where the ∂v/∂z is the shear rate (velocity/thickness). It is noted that this equation is 
similar to that of shear strength of materials, τ=G(∆x/∆z). Here, the τ is the horizontal 
force required to deform the surface, G is the shear measure of stiffness, and ∆x/∆z is the 
ratio of disarticulation in x- and z- directions. In a liquid, it is seen that the elastic energy 
applied to a lubricant is a function of the rate of energy. Similar to the elastic modulus of 
a solid, G; the elastic modulus of the fluid, η represents the “stiffness” of a fluid. It is 
related to the “adhering strength” of fluid molecules. Our viscosity results showed that 
the addition of FU has significantly reduced the viscosity value at any shear rate. This 
could be due to the “adhering strength” of fluid and water molecules, as mentioned. The 
FU has weaker bonding strength with H2O than CE, although both have Van der Waals 
attraction. The reduced attraction between FU and H2O enhances the fluidability, thus, 
results in low viscosity and shear. 
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5.4 Effect of anostructures on Fluid Lubrication 
What are fundamental lubrication mechanisms using nanostructured particles for 
our study? The “Stribeck” curve was obtained from three fluids tested, as shown in 
Figure 33. The friction coefficient was plotted against a group of parameters 
(viscosity⋅speed/load). In Figure 33, H2O and CE had similar frictional behavior, i.e., 
friction increased quickly at the high load and low speed range and stayed high at 0.6. 
While for FU, the friction remained low and increased to a stable value of 0.2. The three 
curves did not appear as having typical lubrication regimes, i.e., boundary, elasto-
hydrodynamic, and hydrodynamic lubrication. Particularly for H2O, the lubrication layer 
was never formed. This means that all three fluids have the boundary lubrication-like 
behavior. The initial friction might be due to the interaction between water and surfaces. 
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                     Fig. 33: Friction Coefficient against the Grouping. 
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In order to find out the interactions between fluid and additives, we conducted a 
TEM analysis of CE and FU before and after wear tests, as shown in Figure 34. Here 34a 
(top left) is a CE particle in water before wear tests; 34b (top right) is the aggregated 
particles of CE after wear tests. These two figures indicate that the CE aggregated 
together due to friction. This phenomenon is believed to not be beneficial for a low 
friction. Figure 34c (bottom left) is the TEM image of a FU particle before wear tests 
and 34d after. Clearly, it is seen that the FU particles were physically broken down and 
became small particles. In addition, it is clear that the energy required to roll a ball is 
significantly less than rolling a flake, as illustrated in Figure 35.  
As mentioned earlier, the attractions between C (in FU) and water molecules is 
relatively weak compared with O-H2O (in CE) interactions. The spheres, having weak 
attraction with water molecules, are expected to roll under shear stress. The low friction 
(Figure 33) and the low viscosity (Figure 32) of FU support this statement. The 
lubrication property of fullerene C60 has been reported. When it was added to oil, the 
friction between steel and copper was reduced [246]. 
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Before                 After                                      
 
 
 
Low Energy of rolling nanoballs 
High energy sliding and rolling of nanoflakes
 
Fig. 35: Schematic Comparison of Nanofriction. 
a: Nanoball; b: Nanoflake. 
a b 
c d 
Fig. 34: TEM Analyses of Nanostructures. 
a: CE Particle in Water before Wear Tests; b: CE Aggregated Particles 
after Wear Tests; c: Image of FU Particle in Water before Wear Tests; 
d: Image of FU Particle after Wear Tests. 
 
a 
b 
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5.5 Tribological Tests 
The friction and wear were tested against time using the pin-on-disk apparatus. 
Figure 36 and 37 shows the wear results. Figure 36 shows the depth of the wear track 
using a profilometer. The top version is the standard deviation. Here, the FU provided 
the least wear and water and CE had similar and higher wear depth. The surface quality 
was obtained using an AFM scanning inside the wear track. Results indicated that the 
surface obtained using FU was actually polished (Figure 37). The wear mechanisms 
were further analyzed using the SEM, and results are shown in Figure 38. Figure 38a is 
the as-received sample surface with random scratches; 38b is the wear track obtained 
from CE, and it seems to have a thick layer detached with scattered debris. Figure 38c is 
from FU and it has uniform grooves. Some debris lie on the wear track surface. The FU 
appears to generate the least wear, and the surface is the smoothest (Figure 38b). 
 
Fig. 36: Wear Depth of Nanostructured Biofluids. 
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Fig. 37: Surface Roughness of Nanostructured Biofluids. 
 
(a) 2,000X (b) 2,000X ( c) 2,000X
 
Fig. 38: SEM Micrographs. 
a: Original Titanium Surface for Reference; 
b: Crown Ether Wear Particles from Sliding in DI Water; 
c: Fullerene Wears Particles from Sliding in DI Water. 
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5.6 Friction and Wear Behavior 
As shown in the friction results (Figure 33), under sliding, the FU provided the 
lowest friction when compared to two other fluid samples. These experiments were 
obtained at a condition where the boundary lubrication condition was expected. The fact 
of FU providing least resistance to sliding is in correlation with the viscosity and shear 
data. Our results showed the evidence of FU reducing fluid resistance and friction. 
What are effects of fluids on wear? As results show in Figure 36, the FU 
promoted the least wear. It is noticed that both CE and FU are dry powders in dry 
conditions. When added into DI water, they did not act as abrasives. The low viscosity 
and low wear in the FU case means that the FU is a lubricant. In the case of water and 
CE, the relatively high wear might be related to mechanical and/or tribochemical 
interactions, as mentioned earlier. 
The friction obtained in the present work is similar to previously reported results. 
The coefficient of friction of ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) 
against refined metals and ceramics during simulator experiments were between 0.03 
and 0.1 [244-248]. The friction coefficient provided by FU is comparable to the 
literature value [249]. The coefficient of  friction obtained for FUH is higher than FU. 
This research opens a new avenue to design biofluids using nanostructured 
additives. Our next steps are to focus on the interactions between tissue and 
nanostructured additives and to develop an applicable biofluid. We will continue to test 
other rubbing pairs. In the human body, the cartilage has a thick and viscoelastic protein 
layer that maintains a certain amount of liquid for lubrication [250]. Current artificial 
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joints are not properly lubricated and their curved surfaces can not be lubricated using 
conventional concepts of lubricants. Although the bio-compatibility and stability of the 
FU have not been studied, the methodology proposed here is promising for artificial 
joint lubrication. 
5.7 Interfacial Reaction Induced anostructures 
In consideration of biocompatibility, the hydroxylated fullerene (FUH) was 
tested as a comparison to traditional FU. For bovine and bovine/FUH, the frictional 
curves were similar and do not indicate any significant information. For the FUH, the 
frictional curve in Figure 39 was similar to FU in Figure 33. Clearly, it is seen that the 
FUH and FU particles were physically broken down and became small spheres. The 
main advantage is that FUH is not toxic to human cells, but the disadvantage is it has a 
higher coefficient of friction.  
 
 
Fig. 39: Nanoparticles Lubrication Mechanisms. 
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In addition, in order to find out the interactions between fluid and additives, a 
TEM analysis was conducted of bovine/FUH and water/FUH before and after tests, as 
shown in Figure 40. Here 40a is a FUH particle in bovine before wear tests; 40b is the 
cluster particles of FUH after wear tests. These two figures indicate that the FUH reacted 
with each other through friction. In Figure 40c, the TEM image is of FUH particle in 
water before wear tests, and 40d is after the test. 
      
 
 
 
 
 
Using nanostructured bio-compatible additives to lubricate artificial joints is a 
promising method and will be further studied.  Current artificial joints are not properly 
 
  
      After 
 
 
 
a b 
c d Water+FUH
Bovine+FUH 
Fig. 40: TEM Analysis. 
a: FUH Particle in Bovine before Wear Tests; b: FUH Aggregated 
Particles after Wear Tests; c: Image of FUH Particle in Water before 
Wear Tests; d: Image of FUH Particle after Wear Tests. 
 
 
Before 
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lubricated, and their curved surfaces cannot be lubricated using a conventional concept 
of lubricants. Although the bio-compatibility was not studied here, the methodology 
proposed here is promising for artificial joint lubrication.  
 5.8 Tribochemical Reactions of Crown Ether 
Pederson discovered the CE in the 1960s and received the Nobel Prize for his 
discovery. The ring-like CE has a cavity size of 2.6 – 3.2 Å. Under strain, the CE can be 
strengthened and distorted with a particle broken ring [251]. In the present work, we 
processed the CE under sliding force. TEM samples were obtained before and after tests, 
as shown in Figure 41. In the figure, the size of our crown ether is significantly larger 
than that reported in literature [252].  Figure 41a is the overall TEM image of crown 
ether particles. Figure 41b is a large particle of crown ether of a ring structure. The 
cavity size is about 50 nm, and the ring thickness is around 55 nm. Based on the size, 
these are mainly aggregated molecules. The center cavity might be due to the surface 
tension of formed aggregates. Figure 41c is the image of a particle of 60 nm. There are 
some whiskers attached to the particle. This might be due to the distorted molecules of 
crown ether.   
CEs’ after testing are studied using the same TEM, as shown in Figure 42. 
Interestingly, all molecules after testing have become chain-like. Figure 42a is the 
typical 2-D structure of the tested particle. There are nodules in dark color and chains in 
light. Typically, the size of the nodules is around 50 nm, and the average length of the 
chains is around 105 nm (Figure 42b). That means that the distance of each nodule is 
around 1-5 nm. Similar nanochain structure has been reported in crystalline Silicon (Si) 
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[253-255], Silicon Oxide (SiO), [256], Gold, (Au) [257, 258], Nickel (Ni) [259], and 
Cobalt (Co) [260] with much longer chain length (>10nm) through more complicated 
processes. The nanochain structures and processes reported have not been reported.   
In order to understand the nature of those nanochains, we analyzed samples using 
an EDS and UV. Figure 43 shows EDS results of samples before (43a) and after (43b) 
tests. Before experiments, there are peaks of copper (Cu), oxygen (O), and carbon (C) 
This was confirmed by the EDS attached to TEM, as shown in Figure 43 .There 
appeared to be no specific peak due to effects of water. .The Cu was from the mash 
holder for TEM sample. C and O are from the CE.  While in 46b, new peaks of Ti were 
found. This means that the nanochain nods are trapped Ti. This indicates that the Ti ions 
were formed due to rubbing and then wrapped by the distorted crown ether. The UV-Vis 
spectroscopy data, as shown in Figure 44, displays two curves representing samples 
before and after experiments. The curve of solid line (or above) indicates the absorption 
spectra of the sample before test. It had no specific absorption peak, but a narrow band 
ranged from 208-215 nm for the ring structure of the crown ether moiety. After the 
sliding tests, the band changed to a broad absorption band found in the range 210-270 
nm, as indicated by the fragmented  line in Figure 44.  This means that the circle 
arrangement of crown ether was destroyed due to friction. The incorporation of Ti ions 
in the CE molecule successively increased the molecular weight of the compound.  
The present work reveals that when using CE as a template, nanochains can be 
formed due to rubbing. The CE is known to bond positively charged ions. At the interior 
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of the cavity, the oxygen atoms react, which traps the ion metallic particles. Under 
sliding, the CE breaks down and is reattached to form chains. 
Rubbing two surfaces to produce nanochains is an extremely simple and cost-
effective method to synthesis nanostructures [261]. The friction force involved during 
rubbing not only provides tangential force to remove titanium ions, but also promotes 
formation of rods, leading to nanostructures. 
 
 
a b
c
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 41: TEM Images of Samples before Tests. (a) Overall Sample Particles; (b) One 
Ring-like Structure; and (c) One Particle of Aggregates of Damaged Crown [261]. 
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b
 
 
Fig 43: EDS Analysis before (a) and after (b) Tests [261]. 
Fig. 42: TEM Image of Samples after Test Showing Nanochain Structure [261]. 
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Fig. 44: UV-VIS-NIR Spectra Comparing Samples before (top curve) 
and after (bottom curve) Tests [261]. 
 
This chapter discussed effects of nanostructures on biofluid lubrication and 
resulting nanochain structures. The FU promotes lubrication with rolling mechanisms 
while crown ether requires more energy to do so. The friction force was found to 
introduce nanochain structures with crown ether. Ionic Ti was trapped by the distorted 
CE, forming unique nanostructures. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AD COCLUSIOS 
Tribological examination of nanostructured biofluids was performed for the 
relevance of joints prosthesis lubrication. Outcomes illustrated that the summation of 
fullerene nanoballs to deionized water could decrease the coefficient of friction 
coefficient during the boundary lubrication mode. The friction and wear were mutually 
amplified, when adding crown ether flakes to deionized water. Microscopic inspection 
displayed proof of configuration of nanoballs. The lesser heating lead to the benefit of 
applying nanoballs, while lesser energy associated with lesser wear.  The opposing idea 
is that flakes call for elevated energy to roll and slide so that a elevated friction and wear 
were established. The additional lessening of friction using nanoballs displays a 
guarantee in lubrication during the boundary lubrication mode.  
6.1 Summary of Biofluids Properties 
Nanostructured biofluids such as fullerene, hydroxylated fullerene and crown 
ether were added to water to create biofluids. The results showed that with the addition 
of solid additives, neither crown ether nor fullerene acted as abrasive as other solids in 3-
body wear systems. In addition, the fullerene provided low friction and low wear, which 
indicates the lubrication function of this particular particle system. The hydroxylated 
fullerene exhibited a higher friction than fullerene, even though it is biocompatible. In 
contrast, the crown ether revealed elevated high friction along with elevated wear. 
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6.2 Contributions to Fundamental Understanding of Tribological Lubrication  
This research opens a new avenue to design biofluids using nanostructured 
additives. Our next steps are to focus on the interactions between tissue and 
nanostructured additives and to develop an applicable biofluid. We will continue to test 
other rubbing pairs. In the human body, the cartilage has a thick and viscoelastic protein 
layer that maintains a certain amount of liquid for lubrication [34]. Current artificial 
joints are not properly lubricated and their curved surfaces can not be lubricated using 
conventional concepts of lubricants. Although the bio-compatibility and stability of the 
FU have not been studied, the methodology proposed here is promising for artificial 
joint lubrication. 
6.3 Future Suggestions 
Further understanding of interactions between fluid molecules and nanopartilces 
is needed in order to optimize the property.  Suggestions for further research include 
studying the possibility of other particles for lubrication and biocompatibility and in-
vitro testing toxicology tests to make sure the particles are not harmful to the body.  
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